DistributionalNeutrality and Optimal
CommodityTaxation: Reply
By DAVID E. WILDASIN*
In a way Leslie Young's commenton my
earlierpaper is puzzling.My Proposition3
is based on equation(19) which, reproduced
here as (1'), shows that optimal taxation
requires
(1')
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given the assumptionof extendedneutrality.
If (1') is valid,it is obvious that the Marginal Revenue ProportionalityRule' (MRPR)
cannotobtainunless 2h(Xk /Xk)(a(tX)/aI)
is independentof k, and it is just as obvious
that this conditionholds only under special
assumptionson consumerpreferences.The
proof of Proposition3 is ironcladgiven (1'),
so the obvious(and only) way to disproveit
is to expose an error in the derivationof
(1'). Young neither proves nor asserts that
(1') is false; in fact it is not.
On the other hand, Paul Samuelsondid
show that optimal redistributiondoes lead
to aggregatedemand behavior that is consistentwith the restrictionsthat demandtheory places on a single utility-maximizing
consumer,and Young is indeed correct in
his belief that this allows one to establish
the single person results (both MRPR and
the RamseyRule (RR) characterizethe optimaltax structure)in the many-personcase.
This does not contradictmy earlierresults,
however, and Young's contention to the
contraryrests on a misunderstandingof the
nature of the optimal tax problem he dis*Departmentof economics,IndianaUniversity.This
materialis based on work supportedby the National
ScienceFoundationundergrantSOC78-05195.
'Interpretedimthe naturalway-that is, in termsof
the sum of the derivativesof the ordinaryindividual
demand functions (which is what we would actually
observein the marketplacein the absenceof Youngian
redistribution),
as discussedin detailbelow.
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cusses. To be sure that neither my results
nor those that Young purportsto establish
are misinterpreted,I propose to show in
some detail how the two optimal tax rules
can be derived for the many-personeconomy on the assumptionthat optimal lump
sum redistributionof a certainkind is actually performed.I will also show that the
assumption that such redistributiontakes
place-which is crucial to the conclusion
that Young seeks to establish-alters in a
fundamentalway the problem that I originally investigated.Thus Young's conclusion
differsfrommine not becausemy resultsare
incorrect,but because he considers a differentproblem.
To get on with the analysis, which presumesfamiliaritywith the earlierdiscussion,
let there first of all be given an arbitrary
social welfare function (SWF) W, defined
over individual utility levels. Recall that
householdsare assumedto maximizeutility
by choice of xh subjectto
(1)

qx h=sh

where q and sh are taken as parametrically
given. This yields the demand functions
xh(q,soh) and also the indirect utility func-

tions

vlh(q,s

h).

Now supposethat there is an agent who,
in Young'swords,makessure that "at every
price, income is redistributedso as to maximize social welfare" (p. 234). This agent
then takes consumerprices q as given and
chooses a vectorso= (sO,... ,s H) to
(R)

max W(v [q,sA],

v H[q,s s])

subjectto
(2)

'
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whereS is some fixed parameter.Ordinarily
S _ so (R) is a pure redistributionproblem. The first-orderconditions associated
with this problemare (2) and

(9)
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where,uis the multiplierassociatedwith (2).
Assuming that
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It follows that

s0h)) is strictly
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quasiconcavein s0 for any given q/ one can
solve for (,u,s0)from (2) and (3) as continuously differentiablefunctionsof (q,S). Then
define
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From (5) we have

ax

V(q,S)= W({V (q,sh[q,S])})
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Also, using (1) and (5), one has

Then the problem
max V(q,0)

(P)

(13)

q,yf

subjectto
(6)

(14)
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and
0fyf < O
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2This is not a terriblystrong requirement.Young
believesthat one can disposewith it, but it seemsclear
that it is necessaryif one wishesto deriveoptimaltax
rules, such as (16) below, involvingthe derivativesof
aggregatedemandfunctions.

ax I

that a solution to
It is now straightforward
(P) is characterizedby

(15)

is equivalentto Young's (7), and is the naturalway to exploitthe Samuelsonianrepresentativeconsumeridea in trying to recast
the many-persontax problem in a single
person mold. The functions V(q,S) and
X(q, S) are of course to play the role of
indirect utility and demand functions for
this representativeconsumer.
Using definition (4) and differentiating
(2), we have

ax

=0
Xi+qi a*
aq,

= ax

allk

where po is the Lagrangemultiplierassociated with the 0th of equations (6). The
marginalrevenueproportionalityresult
(16)

,u a(tX)/atk
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follows immediately.Note that the derivatives of X appearingin (16) are not simply
the purepricederivatives haX hlqk, as can
be seen by recalling(12).
Now rewrite(16) as
(17)

(ax ax
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wherewe define Sik = aXi/atk + Xk(aX,/aS).
On the assumptionthat Sik= Ski, simple rearrangementyields
1+ta

(18)
Po

Letting Di= ax-l/a Idx 2/aI2 for brevity,
using (20) and (21) to eliminatederivatives
of s2, and using (11) and (12), we can write
out Sfk in detail:

5ki
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which is precisely the Ramsey Rule, with
the Sik's playing the role of substitution
terms.
I shall now work out an implicit solution
for s0 as a functionof q and S for a simple
special case and then show directly that
Sik= Ski. Suppose H =2 and suppose the
social welfarefunctionis
W=a vI+a2

(19)

v2

If vt and v2 are chosen so that the marginal

utility of incomediminishes(i.e., v1h < 0),
then we can use (2) and (3) to solve for
This conditionis met, for example,
if the direct utility functions are of the
familiarform

so(q,S).

n
8
fhi log Xih

h3log(xh+Wh)+
i= I
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Now using (22) it follows that
(24)

u h=8
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Sik = a-|

+ ax,

laqk aqk

+ yDiDk =Ski

using the symmetryof the individual substitution terms. We have established the
symmetryof the substitutionterms of the
price derivativesof the representativeconsumer'sdemandfunction;the Ramsey Rule
thereforecharacterizesan optimaltax structure,as shownin (18). Note from (24), however, that the Sik's are not the sum of the
substitution terms of the individual consumers.We can summarizeall this in the
form of a

n

E

all i
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to find
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THEOREM: Given lump sum redistribution
of the type described in problem (R), an optimal tax structure-that is, a tax structure
emerging from the solution of problem
(P)-can be characterized by both MRPR
and RR, these tax rules being interpretedin
terms of the demand functions of the representative consumer.

Does this valid theorem contradictany of
my earlier results?No, because I did not
allow for-that is, I implicitly ruled out
-the Samuelsonianredistribution,embodied in the functions sh(q, S) obtained as
solutions to problem(R), that is so crucial
to the proof of the above theorem.To see
how crucial this redistributionreally is, recall that the "ordinary"and "compensated"
price derivativesof the representativedemand function that appearin (16) and (18)
are not the sum of the correspondingderivatives of the individual demand functions
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x h(q, 0) of consumerswho have lump sum

incomes fixed identically at zero, independent of q-yet the latterare what would be
observedin the absenceof redistribution.
Young believes that the problem (P) is
equivalentto the standardproblem

interpretedin view of (12) and (23), these
derivativesplay a critical role in the determinationof a solution to (P), and in the
derivationof RR and MRPR. In the case of
problem (P'), when redistributionis ruled
out (so-O all h), the aggregate demand
functions are just

(P')

max W({vh(q,0)))
q,y

MARCH 1980

hXh(q,O), which, unlike

the X(q,O)functions,do not have the properties of individual demand functions;
specifically

subjectto (7) and
(25)

Yf+Yg- I x (q,0)=0

E xh[ q,O])/aqk
h

=

(aX/haqk)
h

h

when the SWF exhibitsextendedneutrality.
He arrues that extended neutralityimplies
that so= 0, all h, solves (R), and that the
solution set to (P'), in which each sh is in
effect constrainedto be identicallyzero, will
then coincidewith the solutionset to (P). To
clearup a minordifficultyat first, note that
simple-not extended-neutrality is needed
to have sh = 0 at a solution to (R). This is
obvious from the first-orderconditions (3),
and should immediatelyalert the readerto
the fact that Young has not shown what he
thinks he has. But suppose that W does
satisfy the simple neutralitycondition at a
solution (4,.f) to problem (P), so that the
functions sh(q,0) giving the solution to (R)
have the property that soh(4,0) = 0 all h. Is

then a solution to (P')? No, because
the properchoice of consumerprices in the
problem(P) must take into account, at the
margin,the effects of prices on lump sum
incomes,whereasthis is not true in the case
of the problem (P'). The fact that, under
simpleneutrality,the functionss h(q,0) have
a value of zero at a solutionto (P) does not
imply that the derivativesof these functions
also vanish,and (20) and (22) show that the
derivativeswill not in fact vanish, in general.3 But as shown by (16) and (18),
(q,yf)

I
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that would be required for both RR and
MRPR to hold. This, of course, is just what
I originally showed in my paper.'

4It might be helpful to clarify the relationshipbetweenthe kind of redistribution
that I discussedon pp.
893-94 of my original paper in motivatingthe extendedneutralitydefinition,and the kind of redistribution impliedby Young'sapproachand describedabove
in problem(R). Young obviouslybelievesthe two are
equivalent.That they are actually different is most
easily seen by comparingthe conditionsfor optimal
redistribution
in eachcase: equation(18) in my original
paperfor the redistribution
consideredthere,(3) above
for the redistribution
consideredby Young.In contrast
to the latter, the redistributionthat I discussedtakes
into accountthe effect of redistribution
on government
revenue via the term a(txh)/aIh

appearing in my origi-

nal (18). (As a footnoteto the footnote,Young errsin
interpreting

a(txh)/aIh

as "the marginal welfare cost

3As Samuelson observed, "a stipulated percentage
breakdown of income [for example, Papa 10 percent,
Mama 51 percent, Junior 39 percent] cannot be an
optimal rule for a nonshibboleth social welfare function." Rather, "[i]ncome must always be reallocated
among the members of our family society so as to keep
the 'marginal social significance of every dollar' equal"
(p. 11), in the face of changing prices. In other words,

of the additional consumption that the household
wouldcarryout as the resultof an additionto income"
(p. 234) which must be subtractedfrom (Whvh)poto
arriveat marginalsocial net benefitof income.To the
extent that additionalincome resultsin additionaldemand for tax-distortedgoods, a marginalwelfaregain
is generatedthat must be added to (Whvh)/pO.) When
accompaniedby optimalselectionof (q,yf), redistribution of the type that I originallydiscussedthusleads to
a welfare level higher than that attained by optimal
choice of (q,yf) with endogenousconsumerprice-contingentredistributionas set out in problem(P). Thus
the redistribution
of problem(R) is optimalin a somewhat restrictedsense: ratherthan requiringthe redistributionprogramto satisfy(3) at everyprice,it would
be betterto chooseprices,output,and transferssimul-

=# .
as'o'laq,

taneously.
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In sum, Young is correctin his view that
Samuelsonianredistributiondoes lead consumers, in the aggregate,to behave like a
single consumer,and that both MRPR and
RR characterizean optimal tax structurein
this case. He fails to appreciatethe fact that
this redistributionalters the optimal tax
problem in a fundamental way, so that
rather than contradictingmy original results, the new problemleads to new results.
Since redistribution must actually be
carriedout for the theoremstated above to
be valid, its scope of applicationis presumably nil. This does not mean that it is uninteresting, however, for the thought of
using a Samuelsonianrepresentativeconsumerto analyzethe optimaltax problemin
the many-personeconomy is a naturalone,
the implicationsof which are worth exploring. Young deserves credit for suggesting

this approach.Nothing in Young'scomment
or this reply would, however, lead me to
change the statementthat "[t]hereis simply
no unambiguous way to segregate the
efficiency and distributionalaspects of the
optimaltax problem"(p. 896).
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